NTTF Expands
ERTS & CCTV
NTTF is undergoing a construction
project to provide an Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS) on-center
tracking facility. The project involves
final completion of the basement with a
concrete floor, the construction of six
office spaces, a new logistics area,
and a 400-sq. ft. test equipment and
calibration lab. The project was started
in December, 1970, and is scheduled to
be completed during April, 1971.
Further requirements are the con
struction of an antenna pad and a hydro
mechanical equipment building for the
30-ft. ERTS antenna system. The Duct
Bank System in Building 25 will be ex
tended to Building 23, the ERTS Data
Interpretation Laboratory.
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A p o llo 15 Will Take
LRV To The Moon

The first flight model Lunar Rover
Vehicle (LRV) has begun six weeks of
extensive acceptance tests leading to its
scheduled April 1 delivery to NASA.
Final assembly and modification^were
recently completed by the Boeing Co.
Boeing is also building three more flight
model LRV’
s for the last three Apollo
lunar exploration missions. The first
flight model will transport two astro
nauts on three extravehicular traverses
during Apollo 15 in late July of 1971.
Apollo 15 is scheduled to land be
tween Hadley R ille, a half-mile-wide
valley 600 feet deep and 60 miles long,
and the Apennine Mountains which rise
to 8,000feet above the m oon’
s surface.

New NST room below OPSCON center.
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SERT 2 ACHIEVES
SECONDARY GOALS

Based on the primary objective of
operating an electric ion thruster sys
tem in space for six months, NASA has
officially called the Space Electric
Rocket Test 2 (SERT 2) mission
unsuccessful.
Despite falling short of the endurance
goal by less than a month, the SERT 2
flight is considered a significant
advancement in this type of propulsion
system with its attractive advantages
of high specific impulse and repeated
restart capability.
These highly
efficient rocket engines may be used in
the future to position earth-orbiting
spacecraft or to propel spacecraft to
distant planets.
However, virtually all the secondary
experiments of SERT 2 achieved their
objectives and a wealth of scientific
Continued Oh Next Page

Goddard Space Flight Center has
greatly increased its capability to sup
port Apollo and scientific launches with
the completion of a redesigned NST
area.
Operational since December, 1970
the new room has become more
s ophi sti cated than the old room , wi th an
increase in its monitoring display cap
abilities. Operating with a very low
budget, the engineering
team and
MSFNOC M&O personnel scoured
through the entire MSFN and GSFC bor
rowing stored and defunct bits and pieces
such as unused console shells, wiring,
recorders and similar leftovers. New
console display modules as well as TV
monitors were purchased.
The NST area has the capability to
monitor all data coming in from MSFN

stations, and act as a backup to Houston
should it become necessary.
All the new consoles have closed cir
cuit TV monitors capable of viewing
dynamic and static displays as presented
through the MSFNOC and GRTS. The
new center includes console positions
for: RSDP software and RSDP opera
tions; telemetry; USB; radar; RF com
mand; data services/logistics; proced
ures; the team chief, with the capability
of handling specific data streams from
the radar, USB, and command jconsoles
and of controlling the fast access files,
wall-mounted TV’
s, lights, etc; engi
neering; ARIA/ships; and an M&O sys
tems console used to monitor MSFNOC
equipment.
Above the consoles are two closed
circuit TV cam eras; facing the consoles
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are a site status display, two 6f X 6T
fast access file screens, timing dis
plays, and two color TVfs; forthcoming
capabilities will consist of the opera
tional activation of the 642B computers
located in the MSFNOC equipment area
behind the display wall and a re
designed site status display. Associated
with the computers are EMU's, tape
units, and an HSP.
Approximately 64 NASA and Bendix
personnel man the NST during Apollo
mission activity.

NTTF Expands
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CCTV S y s t e m Now O p e r a t i o n a l

A closed circuit television (CCTV)
system has been installed at NTTF to
enhance the learning situation for NTTF
students and MSFN tracking station
personnel.
The CCTV system ’
s design, configu
ration, and installation were acquired
from TV Central Control, GSFC, and
they were joint efforts of the training
and facilities staffs of NTTF.
Video tape productions will encom
pass the performance of various labora
tory ex ercises, SST’
s , ST’
s, and IST’
s
(which are outlined in the courses of
SERT
2
ACHIEVES
SECONDARY
GOALS
study), as well as class discussions,
Continued From Page Ghe
programmed instructions, and newly
information was gathered from instru be designed so that solar arrays are installed equipment in operation.
located out of view of the accelerator
ments on the spacecraft.
TV productions of fire prevention and
Officials noted that only the safety lectures are being considered.
SERT 2 was launched into orbit grid.
from the Western Test Range on Feb. 3, nearby test cells were affected. The Once completed, these productions will
1970. The endurance test of one of the thruster's outflow had no measurable be distributed to all MSFN stations for
s personnel cross training and technical
two ion engines aboard SERT 2 began long-term effects on the spacecraft’
Feb. 14 when it was advanced to full huge main solar array.
staff self improvement.
Probe measurements of the net
thrust with evaluation planned for six
A recent organizational change at
months. However, an electrical short electrical charge of the spacecraft and NTTF resulted in authorization for
surrounding
environment
to a full time Training Coordinator.
in the thruster caused an early shut the
down of the ion engine after having determine the potential, or voltage Through this position, the NTTF plans
operated successfully for 3, 785 hours, difference, between the two showed no a more active interface on training
incompatibility.
a little more than five months. Seven electrical
matters between the school and the net
unsuccessful attempts to restart the
A miniature elec trostatic accelerom  work.
thruster led to the decision to start the eter (MESA), an extremely sensitive
The production of various TV pro
second ion engine on July 24. On Oct. device, measured the thrust of the ion grams and the operation and mainte
17, the second ion engine failed after engine to within one per cent of the nance of the CCTV system will be the
operating for 2, Oil hours, or nearly
O06-Dound thrust level.
responsibility of the NTTF multi-media
three months.
A reflector erosion experiment productions group.
Analysis indicates that failure of (REX) continues to operate on the space
Now serving as Station Director is
each thruster was caused by an electri craft. Consisting of two small stainless Richard Augenstein; Assistant Station
cal short in its high-voltage power steel discs thinly coated with aluminum, Directors, Robert Eves and George
supply system. A tiny piece of metal the REX is instrumented to measure Karras; Station Manager (M&O), John
apparently eroded and broke off from temperature changes of the surfaces Gale; and Assistant Station Manager,
the accelerator grid at the back of the during a prolonged period in space. As George Burawa.
engine. In the weightless environment, micrometeoroids impact on the discs,
the electric field between the screen the reflective surfaces degrade and
and accelerator grids attached this rapidly rise in temperature. The 6, 000 Continued From Page Qie
splinter to the small space
which hours of data received so far indicate
During the next six weeks, the first
separates the grids. Lodged between that micrometeoroid flux is less than flight LRV will be subjected to tests that
the grids, the metal short-circuited 1/100 of what was predicted previously will check its ability to withstand the
the system.
by acoustic sensors. Therefore, the vibrations, shocks, vacuum, and temp
However, current ground tests have problem of micrometeoroid damage to erature extremes that it will encounter
indicated that failure due to erosion optical elements, mirror, and thermal during the launch, lunar landing, and
can be easily averted on ion engines control surfaces in space appears to be traverse operations.
used in the future by relocating the much less serious than was once be
Special deployment tests will check
neutralizer. The neutralizer beam lieved .
the vehicle's ability to be folded into a
primarily contains electrons which
A radio frequency interference ex small quadrant of the LM’
s descent stage
neutralize the ion exhaust of the periment to determine if electric rocket during flight, and its ability to be deploy thruster, but it also emits some ions operation would interfere with radio ed quickly and easily by one astronaut.
which can gradually erode
the communication between the spacecraft The Technical Information Bulletin is published
accelerator grid.
and earth was only partly successful. twice monthly by the Manned Flight Operations
A secondary surface contamination Although data is still being analyzed, it Division for Network personnel only. Since
experiment, consisting of test patches appears that the part of the experiment information contained herein may not have been
of solar cells located near each ion covering low frequencies did not oper released outside the proj ect organization, it is to
rocket, revealed severe contamination ate properly. High frequency signals be considered privileged. Release ofthis infor
from molybdenum which sputtered from were masked by noise radiated from the mation to others must be approved by the Public
the grid during the first few days of ion Earth, providing only information that Information Office, GSFC. Address other com
rocket operation. Electric propulsion- the ion rocket did not cause interference munications to J. Mu Ivi hi II, TIB Editor, NASA,
type spacecraft of the future must then in excess of earth background noise.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 821.1,

LRV To The Moon
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